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OSMRE and Remining: Unsuccessful
INTRODUCTION
The history of remining regulation is a long and tortured
one.' Over the last eight years federal and state regulatory agen-
cies have made myriad attempts, mostly unsuccessful, to prom-
ulgate acceptable and effective rules governing remining. 2 This
lack of success in implementing regulations that would make
remining more attractive to both the coal industry and concerned
environmental groups could very well have deleterious long-range
environmental effects for areas with significant numbers of aban-
doned, unreclaimed surface mine sites. 3 The Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) 4 of 1977, created a
comprehensive and complex administrative machinery to address
the problem of abandoned and unreclaimed surface mine sites.
The pertinent section of SMCRA, set out in Title IV, 5 is
commonly known as the Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation
Program (AML). The purpose of AML is to oversee reclamation
of eligible mine lands which were inadequately reclaimed before
the enactment date of SMCRA. 6 AML suffers from a lack of
funding. There is not nor will there be enough money in the
AML fund to reclaim all of the eligible sites.
7
See infra notes 177-78 and accompanying text.
2 See infra notes 139-54 & 177-78 and accompanying text.
3 Comment, Pennsylvania Surface Mining Legislation: A Regulatory Mire, 47 U.
PrrT. L. Rav. 517, 518 (1986). The harmful environmental effects of surface mining, be
they acid mine drainage or moonscape countryside, certainly were the major impetus
behind the initial surface mining legislation of the 1970's.
4 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 [hereinafter SMCRA],
Pub. L. No. 95-87, § 522, 91 Stat. 445 (1977) (codified at 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328)
(1988).
, Id. at 30 U.S.C. § 1231 (Supp. 1988).
6 30 U.S.C. § 1234 (Supp. 1988). For a detailed examination of the AML program
see Short, Abandoned Mine Reclamation: Its Mechanics and Its Problems, 3 E. MIN.
L. INST. Ch. 8 (1982).
Reed, Remining Previously Mined Lands - The Most Effective Form of Rec-
lamation, 7 E. MIN. L. INsT. Ch. 8, § 8.01 (1986) (citing Problems in the Department
of the Interior's Program for the Collection of Fees for the Abandoned Mine Land
(AML) Fund, Hearing Before a Subcommittee on Government Operations, House of
Representatives, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 1-2 (1985) (opening statement of Congressman
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Due to the funding shortage, alternative methods of effec-
tively reclaiming potentially hazardous abandoned surface mine
sites are needed. One such alternative is the remining of previ-
ously mined areas which had been left unreclaimed. However,
significant disincentives discourage coal operators who wish to
engage in remining.5 The flurry of remining regulations proposed
during this decade seek to minimize these largely economic dis-
incentives. This Note focuses on the federal efforts during the
1980's to set up an acceptable network of remining regulations.
Federal efforts are of paramount importance because state reg-
ulatory schemes are subject to federal approval. The emphasis
is on backfilling and grading requirements for a remining oper-
ation, namely, those relating to elimination of pre-existing high-
walls.
I. FEDERAL EFFORTS To IMPLEMENT REMINING REGULATIONS
OVERVIEW
The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSMRE)9 defines remining in this way: "Remining means con-
ducting surface coal mining and reclamation operations which
affect previously mined areas." 0 It is a relatively short definition
for a concept that has been anything but easy to implement.
There are many reasons why the remining issue has been such a
headache for interested parties such as federal and state regula-
tors, coal operators and environmental protection groups."
Environmental groups are understandably concerned that
current strict regulations regarding reclamation of disturbed min-
ing areas will be diluted in deference to the cries of coal industry
lobbyists who claim the current rules make it financially and
Mike Synar, Chairman of the Subcommittee); see also Surface Mining: Remining of
Abandoned Mines to be Focus of Upcoming Meeting Called by Interior's OSM, 17
Env't Rep. 634 (BNA) (August 29, 1986).
1 Because of the conditions present on many abandoned mine lands, operators
are fearful that if they reenter and affect any of these pre-existing problems they will
be held responsible for abating them. Fear over the costs associated with highwall
elimination, revegetating barren land and post-mining water treatment, coupled with
concerns over bond release and adverse permit actions, litigation and civil penalties
arising from problems the operator did not create, cause all but the most intrepid
operators to avoid remining previously mined lands. Reed, supra note 7, at § 8.02(2).
9 30 U.S.C. § 1211 (Supp. 1988)[hereinafter OSMRE].
SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program,. 30 C.F.R. § 701.5(1988).
See supra note 8.
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legally unsound to remine. The coal industry is equally concerned
that engaging in remining operations will open a Pandora's box
of possible liability for themselves due to environmentally unsta-
ble conditions existing on a remining site.12 Thus, there is great
interest in finding workable remining rules that satisfy concerns
of both the coal industry and environmental groups.
A. Preliminary Issues: Disposal of Excess Spoil
In May, 1980, OSMRE proposed rules addressing the dis-
posal of excess spoil that might result from multiple seam re-
mining. 3 OSMRE wanted to "encourage' '1 4 use of this excess
spoil to eliminate the pre-existing (orphaned) highwalls. 15 This is
one of the first instances in which OSMRE noted the possible
important applications of remining, and the substantial impact
that such operations could have on the overall enforcement of
SMCRA. 16 Specifically, OSMRE argued the use of excess spoil
to reclaim these areas of orphaned highwalls was more environ-
mentally sound 17 than the use of material in a valley 8 or head-
Id.
45 Fed. Reg. 32,331 (1980)(proposed May 16, 1980); see also 46 Fed. Reg.
37,283, 37,285 (1981) (proposed July 20, 1981): One commenter objected to the statement
in the preamble to the initial proposal that "remining in most instances will result in
excess spoil material ... , stating that in his experience just the opposite is true.
Although this comment in no way impacts the validity of the proposed amendment,
OSM has substituted the word "may" for the phrase "in most instances" within the
text of this preamble.
" In the Eastern Coal Province (Appalachia) the existence of several coal seams
of varying distance apart is quite common. The active and past mining of one or more
seams at the same tine is a standard mining operation in this Region. Mining prior to
August 3, 1977, has resulted in many miles of serpentive benches and orphaned highwall.
Remining in most instances will result in excess spoil material exceeding that necessary
to reclaim the active bench and eliminate the highwall. In view of the extensive amount
of existing benches and orphaned highwalls in steep slope multiple seam mining, OSM
is encouraging the use of any excess spoil for the purpose of eliminating the orphaned
highwalls prior to its use in an approved valley or head-of-hollow fill. 45 Fed. Reg.
32,331(1980) (codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 715-16, 816-17, 826)(proposed May 16, 1980).
" "Highwall means the face of an exposed overburden and coal in an open cut
of a surface coal mining activity or for entry to underground mining activities." SMCRA
Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 701.5 (1988).
16 See infra notes 20-21 and accompanying text.
"1 This difference is based on the premise that backfilling and grading is conducied
on natural solid rock benches which are generally flat, whereas valley or head-of-hollow
fills are placed on steeply dipping unconsolidated materials. The fragile environment and
hydrologic balance of steep slope areas will be protected by reducing the quantity (both
size and number) of valley and head-of-hollow fill structures. 45 Fed. Reg. 32,331 (1980)
(proposed May 16, 1980).
11 SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 701.5 (1988).
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of-hollow fill structure.' 9 Furthermore, OSMRE claimed, the use
of excess spoil to reclaim orphaned highwalls was more in keep-
ing with the strict directives for reclamation found in SMCRA
than its use in other alternative fill structures.
20
The problem with this apparently sound initiative was that
less stringent regulations had to be adopted specifically for this
use of excess spoil.21 The backfilling and grading requirements
22
OSMRE wished to apply to the disposal of excess spoil would
make reclamation of those orphaned highwalls more feasible.
23
These proposed rule changes were withdrawn by OSMRE on
July 20, 1981.24
At that time, OSMRE submitted new proposals25 stating its
aim was to "encourage" reclamation of orphaned highwalls via
modified excess spoil disposal requirements. 26 These new pro-
posals sought to clarify some points that were ambiguously
stated in the initial proposals. 27 The most significant proposal
with regard to future remining regulation efforts stated that
9 SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 701.5 (1988).
"The legal basis for this requirement is found in 515(b)(22)(E) of the Act which
requires spoil to be placed on the most moderate slope available which complies with
the requirements of the Act and specifically identifies . . . a natural . . . bench . . . as
a potential excess spoil disposal site." 45 Fed. Reg. 32,331 (1980) (proposed May 16,
1980).
2" "This proposed rule would amend 30 C.F.R. 715.15(a)(5); 716.2(c); 816.71(e);
817.71(e); and 826.16(c) to encourage the use of excess spoil to eliminate orphaned
highwalls prior to use in a head-of-hollow or valley fill structure."
Id.
, SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 816.102 (1988).
23 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
, 46 Fed. Reg. 37,283 (1981) (proposed July 20, 1981).
25 Id.
6 In this reproposed rulemaking, OSM in no way intends to require the use of
pre-existing benches for the disposal of excess spoil. Rather, the changes are intended
merely to provide operators with an additional option for the handling of excess spoil -
an option which will help to achieve the important goal of reclaiming abandoned mine
lands and which will, in any circumstances, prove to be economically and technologically
attractive to operators. OSM is "encouraging" disposal of excess spoil on pre-existing
benches by making this option attractive. As reproposed, the use of pre-existing benches
for excess spoil disposal is in conformance with the staturory requirements of Section
515(b)(22) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. 1265(b)(22), which governs the disposal of all excess
spoil. Id.
' Several commenters pointed out an apparent discrepancy between several of the
sections which were proposed to be amended and the extent to which highwall elimination
on the pre-existing bench was required .... OSM believes that the reproposed language
clearly indicates its intent that excess spoil disposal on the solid portion of a pre-existing
bench created by previous mining shall eliminate the existing highwall to the extent
practicable with available spoil. Id. at 37,284.
[VOL. 5:147
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OSMRE "believes that the re-proposed language clearly indicates
its intent that excess spoil disposal on the solid portion of a pre-
existing bench created by previous mining shall eliminate the
existing highwall to the extent practicable with available spoil. "2
This definition was fraught with ambiguities. For example,
what could be considered a "practicable" elimination of a high-
wall? 29 Nevertheless, these proposals were issued as final rules
by OSMRE on April 29, 1982.30 In that final rule, OSMRE made
it clear that the primary aim of these modified excess spoil
disposal requirements was to encourage the reclamation of the
orphaned highwalls by allowing operators some leeway when
disposing of the spoil in those areas."
Extending the modified rules now applicable to disposal of
excess spoi32 on pre-existing benches to all areas which remining
would affect was not easy. The rules dealing with disposal of
excess spoil from remining operations only presaged the coming
battle over to what extent operators who remined should have
to reclaim the orphaned highwalls. 3 The rules proposed in 1980
and 1981 did not address situations that might arise when re-
mining operations somehow affected the orphaned highwalls in
those previously mined areas. A "previously mined area ' 34 is
2 Id.
19 Id. Though OSMRE apparently took great pains in making the point that
"practicable" elimination of these highwalls was all that was required, it did not give
any objective "practicable" standard.
10 47 Fed. Reg. 18,553 (1982) (Final Rule).
31 Two commenters requested that OSM clarify the phrase "eliminating the high-
wall to the extent practicable," indicating that they felt the language should convey that
the highwall should be covered and stabilized to the maximum extent possible. OSM
believes that a phrase such as "to the maximum extent possible" in the rule might be
interpreted to require complete highwall elimination on pre-existing benches when it is
technologically feasible, notwithstanding extraordinarily high costs, or that it would tend
to discourage the disposal of excess spoil on pre-existing benches. It is OSM's intent to
require the operator to eliminate only that portion of the highwall that is both techno-
logically and economically feasible to eliminate using available excess spoil. Id. at 18,554.
32 SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 816.74 (1988).
31 On January 7, 1982 (47 FR 928) and June 25, 1982 (47 FR 27734), [OSMRE]
proposed permit and performance standards for remining previously mined areas and
for reprocessing coal mine waste. The Janurary 7, 1982, proposal dealt specifically with
the requirement to reclaim highwalls affected by remining, while the June 25, 1982,
rulemaking would have provided additional standards applicable to all remining and
reprocessing operations. On Novermber 12, 1982 (47 FR 51316), an interim final rule
was issued applicable to remining of steep slope areas. 48 Fed. Reg. 41720 (1983) (Final
Rule).
,4 45 Fed. Reg. 32,331 (1980) (proposed May 16, 1980); 46 Fed. Reg. 37,283 (1981)
(proposed July 20, 1981).
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presently defined as meaning "land previously mined on which
there were no surface mining operations subject to the standards
of the Act." 35 In its proposed rulemaking of January 7, 1982,
OSMRE took a first step in dealing with the responsibilities of
operators who go in and remine in the previously mined areas.
36
B. Proposals Dealing Specifically With Previously Mined Areas
In these proposals, OSMRE first acknowledged that the acre-
age of unreclaimed abandoned mine lands exceeds the amount
of money the AML fund will generate over its life.37 The disposal
of excess spoil modifications represented a first, somewhat ten-
tative step to reclaim these lands.38 If there were to be remining
and reclamation of the previously mined areas, new rules needed
to go further and guarantee operators that they would be re-
warded, not punished for their efforts. 9 In the preamble to this
proposed rulemaking, OSMRE stated its purpose clearly: "This
rule proposes a resolution of the conflicts raised in the applica-
tion of the Act in those situations where a new mining operation
affects previously mined lands and the new mining operation
will not generate sufficient spoil to completely backfill the high-
wall. "40
Explaining the remining issue was an urgent one, OSMRE
cited data from Virginia which indicated the amount of previ-
ously mined highwall was enormous compared to the availability
of spoil to eliminate them.4 1 Coupled with this information was
further data showing remining would probably account for the
11 SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 701.5 (1988).
47 Fed. Reg. 928 (1982) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 716, 826) (proposed
January 7, 1982).
11 Sufficient funds will not be generated over the life of the abandoned mine
reclamation fund established in Title IV to fully reclaim all of the existing abandoned
mined lands. Moreover, in many cases it is possible to effect the reclamation of such
lands with new mining operations. OSM's policy is to encourage such reclamation of
previously mined lands where possible. Id.
11 See supra notes 13-31 and accompanying text. The disposal of excess spoil rules
were voluntary; that is, operators were not required to participate, but only encouraged
to help reclaim the orphaned highwalls through less stringent spoil disposal standards.
11 Any guarantee must mean freedom from liability for conditions operators did
not create, but which did exist when they began remining. See Commonwealth v. Barnes
& Tucker, 319 A.2d 871 (Pa. 1974).
40 47 Fed. Reg. 928 (1982) (proposed January 7, 1982).
' Id. OSMRE stated that some 2,765 miles of previously mined highwall are in
Virginia, and that [t1here is a short supply of accessible borrow material.
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majority of surface mined coal in Virginia in the 1980's and
1990's.42 By the early 1980's, the recovery of coal from previ-
ously mined areas had become more economically feasible than
when SMCRA was first being considered. 43 OSMRE concluded
new rules taking into account the needs of remining operations
were needed to better serve the legislative intent behind SMCRA."
These rules allowed for exceptions to the requirements, found
in both SMCRA41 and the regulatory program,4 calling for
complete elimination of highwalls in a mining area.47 Proposals
applying only to steep-slope mining operations, were adopted as
an interim final rule by OSMRE on November 12, 1982."
1. Interim Final Rule On Steep-slope Remining
OSMRE designated the new rules applying to steep-slope
remining as interim final rules because it reproposed these rules
at the same time in a rulemaking package addressing all facets
of remining. 49 OSMRE obviously viewed these new steep-slope
remining rules as an important part of its permanent regulatory
program. 0 These revisions to the general requirements of the
11 "These statistics indicate that the vast majority of surface coal production in
southwestern Virginia over the next 10 to 20 years will have to occur in reserves that
were not economical to extract in 1971. This production is expected to result primarily
from the remining of previously mined areas."
Id.
,3 The economics of coal recovery today differ from those that existed during the
period of congressional consideration of legislation which culminated in the enactment
of SMCRA. As a result, the Nation's recoverable reserve base has expanded to include
many previously mined areas. However, expanding SMCRA to such existing unnatural
conditions exposes latent difficulties in its application. Id. at 929.
" "OSM believes it has an obligation to assist the states in resolving such conflicts
and to develop regulations consistent with the intentions of Congress. The policy pro-
posed in these regulations is consistent with the stated purposes of the SMCRA.
Id.
I 30 U.S.C. § 1265(d)(2) (Supp. 1988). "Complete backfilling with spoil material
shall be required to cover completely the highwall and return the site to the appropriate
original contour, which material will maintain stability following mining and reclama-
tion."
'. SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. § 816.102 (1988).
,7 47 Fed Reg. 928 (1982) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 716, 826) (proposed
January 7, 1982).
" 47 Fed. Reg. 51,316 (1982) (codified at 30 C.F.R. pt. 826) (Interim Final Rule).
19 Id.
50 "Revision of the rules with regard to remining is necessary because the per-
manent program rules generally require return to approximate original contour and
elimination of the highwall in steep-slope areas, even though there may be insufficient
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SMCRA regulatory program dealing with highwall elimination"'
purportedly would end the need for borrow pits52 by giving a
narrow definition to "reasonably available spoil"53 and by re-
quiring site-specific decisions on that issue.
5 4
Another point of contention centered around the part of the
rule defining the necessary minimum extent of highwall elimi-
nation.55 Some commenters feared possible backsliding by op-
erators because the term "practical" was not itself defined.
56
OSMRE responded by changing the definition to say "techni-
cally practical," hoping this would still be strict enough for
environmental groups without thwarting the original intentions
of its remining rules.57 OSMRE made other fine adjustments to
the initial proposals before issuing the interim final rule,5" but
spoil in some previously mined areas to completely cover the highwall if an area is
remined. Under these revised rules, a highwall affected by remining will have to be
eliminated using reasonably available spoil to the maximum extent technically practical,
in accordance with specific new criteria."
Id.
5' SMCRA Permanent Regulatory Program, 30 C.F.R. §§ 715-16, 816-17 (1988).
"OSM expressed its concern in the preamble to the proposed rules that the
then-existing rules might be interpreted as requiring the 'useless act of digging a new pit
to obtain fill material' . . . consequently, OSM does not intend in this rule to require
borrow pits to be used to generate material for backfilling of previously mined areas."
47 Fed. Reg. 51317 (1982) (Interim Final Rule).
51 "Reasonably available spoil means spoil generated by the mining operation and
other spoil located in the permit area that is accessible and available for use and that
when rehandled will not cause a hazard to the public safety or significant damage to
the environment."
Id. at 51318.
- "The regulatory authority will decide on a site-specific basis as to whether all
reasonably available spoil has been identified in the permit application and whether the
required demonstration has been made that insufficient spoil is available to cover the
highwall."
Id.
"[A] highwall affected by remining will have to be eliminated ... to the
maximum extent technically practical.
Id.
" "One of the commenters felt that because 'practical' is not defined, the rule
could be abused through changing economic conditions and insolvency of the operator.
The other commenter believed that an operator who is remining an area benefits from
having to move less overburden and therefore the operator should be expected to create
a net improvement in the existing condition of a remined area."
Id.
57 Id.
58 47 Fed. Reg. 51,316 (1982) (Interim Final Rule). OSMRE rejected various




made it clear that these rules did not apply to mining operations,
past or present, that were governed by SMCRA.5 9
2. June, 1982 Proposals
On June 25, 1982, OSMRE issued proposed rules addressing
a broad spectrum of remining and reprocessing issues. 6 OSMRE
responded to the apparent need for an overall rule structure to
guide state and federal regulators and operators in dealing with
remining:
The widespread prevalence of remining and reprocessing
has demonstrated a need for specific rules which take into
account the special conditions particular to these type of op-
erations. These proposed rules would provide a practical ap-
proach to the reclamation of previously mined areas and would
provide for maximum coal recovery and increased environ-
mental protection, while reducing potential use of the Aban-
doned Mine Reclamation Fund.
61
OSMRE pointed to several factors which it felt were responsible
for the increased interest by operators in remining previously
mined areas, such as the advancing technology of overburden
removal which allows for cost-effective mining in areas once
shunned as too costly. 62 Reprocessing was also cited by OSMRE
as an area in which advancing mining technology now allows
for better coal recovery. 63 OSMRE reiterated the theme that in
many previously mined areas active or potential environmental
hazards exist, 64 and remining of such areas would, in most
59 Id.
60 47 Fed. Reg. 27,734 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
61 Id.
612 "This is attributable to several factors: (1) The advancing technology of over-
burden removal has allowed cost-effective operations in areas where previous mining
was limited by lower overburden-to-coal ratios; (2) the price of coal has made remining
costs effective in areas with higher overburden ratios; (3) the availability of virgin coal
seams (or thicker seams) for development is dwindling, thus renewing interest in previ-
ously mined areas."
Id.
3 "Reprocessing (or secondary recovery) occurs in coal refuse areas by reprocess-
ing coal refuse deposits created by less efficient coal preparation methods. Some of these
deposits contain as much as 60 percent recoverable coal."
Id. at 27,735.
" "In many instances, before remining, the sites contribute to environmental,
health, or safety problems through erosion, sedimentation, spoil instability, hazardous
embankments and impoundments, leaching of toxic acid materials, and water pollution."
Id.
1989-90]
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instances, help abate these dangers. 6 Such operations would also
help offset the drains on the very limited resources of the AML
fund.66 OSMRE stated it was still in the exploratory stage of
remining regulation and there existed a likelihood of conflict
between its proposals with SMCRA and other federal law.
67
3. Unique Remining Problems
Operators were, and are, reluctant to go in and remine
previously mined areas, 68 for reasons such as possible liability
for pre-existing problems at the site. These reasons are magnified
for both the operators and the regulators because different types
of previously mined areas have different obstacles to overcome
when remining. 69 Mountaintop remnants, a method of remining
similar to original mountaintop removal, entails the dilemma of
insufficient remaining available spoil left when the previous min-
ing took large cuts. The dilemma arises in trying to return the
area to SMCRA mandated approximate original contour (AOC).
70
Other methods of remining such as second cuts, 71 auger mining,
72
and reprocessing, 7  have their own problems associated with
acceptable reclamation standards. OSMRE succinctly stated what
underlies the whole quandary of the remining issue by acknowl-
edging that SMCRA and OSMRE regulations did not directly
address remining and reprocessing problems. 74 Indeed, Congress
61 "Remining of the areas will almost always result in an improvement of envi-
ronmental conditions and could potentially eliminate or offset the use of the Abandoned
Mine Land Reclamation Fund established under Title IV of [SMCRA]."
Id. (citation omitted).
6 47 Fed. Reg. 27,734, 27,735 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
67 "A number of possibilities exist; however, many of the alternatives conflict with
the Act or other statutes and regulations. Until these issues are resolved, the rules that
OSM promulgates must conform with the Act and other Federal statutes."
Id.
,' See supra note 8 and accompanying text.
, "Remining operations face a range of problems, some of which are comparable
to virgin mining operations and some of which are unique to remining."
47 Fed. Reg. 27,735 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
70 30 U.S.C. § 1265(b)(3) (Supp. 1988).
7, 47 Fed. Reg. 27,735 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
72 Id.
73 Id.
71 "The problems related to remining and reprocessing are not directly addressed
by the Act and OSM rules, the requirements of which are more suited to first-time
mining operations. Remining usually affects lands which already are degraded below
acceptable environmental-protection standards. Thus, regulatory provisions designed to
[VOL. 5:147
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apparently did not contemplate the full scale of problems inher-
ent in a remining situation when it enacted SMCRA.75 For
example, the statutory definition of "approximate original con-
tour" calls for all highwalls to be eliminated,76 apparently basing
the decision on the idea that in nearly all instances of steep-
slope surface mining enough spoil is generated to return the site
to AOC.77 This seems an almost arbitrary requirement in light
of SMCRA's exemptions from AOC for operations that can
demonstrate a thin overburden-to-coal ratio 7 and for mountain-
top removal mining. 79 At the time of these proposed rules (June,
1982), no highwall retention was allowed at all. 0
C. Pertinent Administrative Law Holdings
OSMRE also drew support for its proposed remining revi-
sions to the SMCRA regulatory program from two decisions of
the Interior Board of Surface Mining Appeals."' The first of
these cases, Cedar Coal Co. v. OSM, 2 dealt specifically with
the problem presented here, whether there should be different
requirements for reclamation of some previously mined lands.
restore the mine site to conditions existing before any mining often discourage remining.
Two regulatory standards that present difficulty in remining situations are the AOC
restoration requirement and the highwall-elimination requirement. This proposed rule-
making attempts to deal with the latter two requirements in remining situations."
Id. at 27,736.
75 Id.
16 See supra note 45 and accompanying text.
,7 "The decision of Congress to require AOC restoration and highwall elimination
was based on the understanding that '[I]n virtually all cases of contour mountain mining,
sufficent volume by spoil is created to return the mine site to approximate original
contour .... The swell property of the materials removed (overburden) assures this
condition with present stripping ratios."'
47 Fed. Reg. 27,634, 27, 736 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982) (citation omitted).
78 Id.
9 "Other examples include section 515(c) of the Act, which does not require a
return to AOC for mountaintop removal operations.
Id.
80 "Neither of these sections allows the retention of highwalls."
Id.
"OSM also intends to modify its rules to conform to two decisions of the
Interior Board of Surface Mining Appeals (IBSMA). In these two cases, the Board held
that in order for OSM to require an operator to eliminate all or part of a pre-existing
highwall, the operator's activities must in some way have had an adverse physical impact
on that portion of the highwall."
47 Fed. Reg. 27,726 (1982).
- 1 IBSMA 145 (1979).
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At that time, April 1979, the interim regulations were in effect.8 3
Cedar's active surface mining operation had excavated some
material around an adjacent orphaned highwall84 in order to get
at an underlying coal seam. This resulted in the exposure of
some new highwall, some of which was from the orphaned
highwall s5 Cedar used the available spoil to cover as much as
possible of the orphaned highwall 6 in keeping with its state
mining permit.
87
OSMRE inspectors issued a notice of violation (NOV) alleg-
ing that Cedar had not eliminated the orphaned highwall as
required by interim regulations.8 8 IBSMA agreed with OSMRE
that Cedar was indeed subject to the interim regulations,8 9 but
stated that "we do not accept OSM's argument that Cedar had
'disturbed' the orphaned highwall, within the meaning of section
710.11 (d)(1) and is therefore responsible for that highwall's com-
plete elimination.' '9
OSMRE contended that since Cedar affected the orphaned
highwall by "touching" it, Cedar must eliminate the entire high-
wall. 91 IBSMA rejected OSMRE's "you touch it, you fix it"
argument by reasoning that since there was nothing to indicate
that the removal of overburden had caused an "adverse physical
impact" on the highwall, Cedar did not have to eliminate the
orphaned highwall. 92 IBSMA held Cedar's backfilling of excess
spoil against that highwall was only an "incidental" result of
Cedar's reclamation efforts.93 IBSMA was apparently concerned
83 Id.
Id. at 148.
" Id. at 149.
s"I.d.
"According to the terms of Cedar's state mining permit, the company is required
to reduce the orphaned highwall only so much as is practical with available material."
Id. (emphasis added) (citation omitted).
I IBSMA 145, 149 (1979).
,9 "In this regard, we are concerned only with the impact of Cedar's mining
operation on a 1,500-foot horizontal section of the orphaned highwall." Id.
o Id. at 154-55.
91 "There has been no showing that Cedar's removal of overburden has resulted
in any adverse physical impact on the orphaned highwall. Thus, we conclude that this




91 "A contrary holding on our part would discourage coal mining companies from
performing reclamation activity that results in an improvement in the pre-existing envi-
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that any contrary decision would discourage operators from
helping to reclaim such areas, 94 and cited SMCRA as supportive
of this logic. 9
IBSMA attempted to clarify its Cedar Coal decision a year
later in Miami Springs Properties v. OSM.96 There the coal
operator had secured a permit which let it auger mine a previ-
ously mined seam at an orphaned highwall. 97 Subsequent inspec-
tion yielded an NOV citing Miami Springs for failing to return
the disturbed area to approximate original contour. 9 The Ad-
ministrative Law Judge (ALJ) held the interim regulations did
not cover orphaned highwalls. 99 IBSMA disagreed with the hold-
ing differentiating Cedar Coal as the operator there did not have
to eliminate the orphaned highwall because its remining activities
did not cause an "adverse physical impact" on that highwall. 1' °
"The clear implication of this language is that a permittee who
did disturb an orphan highwall in such a way as to cause an
adverse physical impact on the highwall might be responsible
for its complete elimination. "(emphasis added)101 IBSMA held
the ALJ should not have dismissed in that OSMRE presented
evidence that the operator's mining did adversely affect the
orphaned highwall. 0 2
The Cedar Coal and Miami Springs decisions stand for the
proposition that unless there is some adverse physical impact
from a remining operation on a previously mined area, total
ronmental condition of the area in which it operates when, as in this case, the company
is not obliged to perform such reclamation by virtue of its mining impact on the area.
This result would clearly be contrary to a fundamental purpose of the surface coal
mining legislation."
1 IBSMA 145, 156 (1979).
" The IBSMA panel majority cited 30 U.S.C. § 1202(h) (Supp. 1988) which
provides:
It is the purpose of this Act to ... promote the reclamation of mined
areas left without adequate reclamation prior to the enactment of this Act
and which continue, in their unreclaimed condition, to substantially degrade
the quality of the environment, prevent or damage the beneficial use of
land or water resources, or endanger the health or safety of the public;
9; 2 IBSMA 399 (1980).
9 Id. at 401.
91 Id.
91 Id. at 403.
9 Id.
I' Id.
10, 2 IBSMA at 405 (1980).
101 See supra notes 81-101 and accompanying text.
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elimination of orphaned highwalls and return to AOC will not
be mandated. 03 In proposing the remining rules, OSMRE began
by attempting to give a more precise definition to the IBSMA
catch-phrase "adverse physical impact": "This term would mean,
with respect to a highwall, actions that cause or can reasonably
be expected to cause, sloughing of material, subsidence, insta-
bility, or an increase in wind or water erosion of the high-
wall. . . . " A precise definition of what exactly might be an
"adverse physical impact" has very important implications for
the entire remining regulatory scheme. 105 In fact, success for the
remining regulations depends in large part on the ability of
operators to show the absence of "adverse physical impact"
from their remining operations, and thus avoid the burdensome
AOC and highwall elimination requirements.' 6
Commenters proposed changes in this definition, ranging from
mundane terminology revisions to wholesale deletions.' 7 One such
proposal contended that "adverse physical impact" should be
"[eixpanded to cover any surface impact from post-mining con-
ditions worse than those which existed prior to remining.""' 5
OSMRE limited the definition of "adverse physical impact" to
"[t]he negative impacts of remining pre-existing highwalls."1t 9
D. Other Proposals
OSMRE also tackled other problem areas in the ambitious
June 25, 1982 proposals." 0 As important as the definition of
"adverse physical impact" is the explanation of what is a "pre-
103 Examples follow: An adverse physical impact may result when an operator
removes spoil or coal below a pre-existing highwall and, by doing so, alters the structural
integrity of the highwall. Also, a highwall remaining from a remining operation may be
unstable, so that it slides. Auger mining or driving an underground mine entrance into
a highwall will affect the structural integrity of the highwall, which may result in
subsidence or collapse of the highwall. 47 Fed. Reg. 27,734, 27,737 (1982) (proposed
June 25, 1982).
'o, Reed, supra note 7, § 8.05(2) (a) at 8-11.
I01 d. Specifically, in the June, 1982, proposals, the general performance standards
for surface (§ 816.109) and underground (§ 817.109) mining called for reminers to meet
many requirements that could be exempted if no adverse physical impact on the area
could be shown. 47 Fed. Reg. 27,734, 27,743-44 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
,o 48 Fed. Reg. 41,702 (1983) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. § 701).
1w Id. at 41,721.
I" Id.
47 Fed. Reg. 27,734 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
110 See supra notes 34-35 and accompanying text.
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viously mined area.""' Initially, it was going to encompass
"[a]ny lands from which coal was extracted or which were
affected by earlier surface coal mining operations." 2 At the
proposal stage, OSMRE was willing to let this mean reclaimed
as well as unreclaimed sites." 3
This proposed definition failed to survive the commenting
period unscathed. 1 4 For quite obvious reasons, one commenter
argued that lands already reclaimed to the SMCRA permanent
program performance standards should not be termed "previ-
ously mined areas.""' A point left unclear in the proposed
definition was whether old, unpermitted mine sites would be
included. Commenters urged the obvious, that not including such
operations would defeat the objectives of the remining rules."1
6
OSMRE's proposed "previously mined area" definition was
also attacked for vagueness. 17 A commenter argued the proposed
definition could conceivably apply to sites where first cuts were
made prior to SMCRA's effective date, but where later cuts,
made after that date, could be exempted from the AOC require-
ments. 18 Rejecting this argument OSMRE claimed ongoing
47 Fed. Reg. 27,734, 27,742 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
2 d. at 27,634. "The land included in the term may or may not have been
reclaimed to the requirements of the permanant program performance standards. A site
that has not been fully reclaimed would be characterized by pre-existing highwalls and
spoil on the outslope."
"1 48 Fed Reg. 51,720, 41,722 (1983) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. § 701).
1,4 Id. To allow less stringent remining rules, which were intended to help with the
near gargantuan task of cleaning up abandoned mine sites, to apply to mine sites already
reclaimed in conformance with SMCRA, would undermine the purpose of the remtining
effort.
"' "OSM solicits comments on whether unpermitted operations which did not meet
the applicable performance standards would be included within this definition of previ-
ously mined areas." 47 Fed. Reg. 27,634, 27,737 (1982) (Proposed June 25, 1982).
116 Two commenters contended that the definition should be interpreted to cover
very old unpermitted sites which had been mined prior to the existence of any perform-
ance standards for reclamation. They alleged that any other interpretation of "previously
mined area" would be inconsistent with the objective of the remining rules for elimi-
nation or reduction of old problem sites. 48 Fed Reg. 41,721, 41,722 (1983) (to be
codified at 30 C.F.R. § 701).
" "One commenter found the proposed definition of 'previously mined area' vague
and claimed that it would be interpreted to cover all subsequent cuts on areas where
initial cuts had been made prior to the Act's effective date, thereby allowing later
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operations could not be exempted in this back-door method."19
In addition to the remining definitions proposed on June 25,
1982, OSMRE proposed SMCRA permanent program perform-
ance standards revisions encompassing not only steep-slope op-
erations, 120 but also second cuts on non-steep-slope sites.' 2' These
standards of backfilling and grading requirements would apply
to remaining situations. 2 2  The specific requirements closely
tracked the steep-slope interim final rules. 23 One major differ-
ence was paragraph (e) of the proposed rule. It provided "If the
remining operations will not cause an adverse physical impact
on the pre-existing highwall, the standards of Paragraphs (a)(1)
through (a)(6) of this section shall not apply." (emphasis added)'
24
Comments to this proposed rulemaking inevitably led to
revisions. 25 Some perceived paragraph (e) as a deterrent to re-
mining because it would only allow variances from AOC and
backfilling rules for those operations not causing an "adverse
physical impact.' ' 26 These commenters argued that since the
benefits of post-remining reclamation would in most cases be
greater than the resulting adverse effects, 27 the paragraph (e)
"9 However, neither the proposal nor the final definition allows ongoing operations
variances from the requirements for backfilling and grading or AOC restoration in areas
not adversely impacted by past mining. In the case of any coal mine developed on or
after May 3, 1978, the effective date of the interim regulatory program, reclamation in
accordance with the Act's standards is required. This rule does not relieve the continuing
obligations of former operators with regard to any site. Id. at 41,723.
' See supra notes 49-59 and accompanying text.
121 47 Fed. Reg. 27,734 (1982) (proposed June 25, 1982).
i2 Id.
123 Id. See supra notes 49-59 and accompanying text.
I14 d. at 27,744.
125 48 Fed. Reg. 41,720, 41,731 (1983) (Final Rule).
1 "Proposed § 816.109(e) was viewed as a deterrent to remining by commenters
who interpreted this section to allow variances from the requirements of restoration to
premining AOC and complete backfilling only for remining operations which would not
cause any adverse physical impact to the pre-existing highwall."
Id.
27 Id. See Reed, supra note 7, § 8.06(4), at 8-19:
Currently the law still requires, in many instances, that post-mining recla-
mation on previously mined areas must comply with standards designed
primarily to achieve land use planning, no environmental protection, goals.
For example, the insistence that lands be regraded to AOC and that stable,
preexisting highwalls which pose no significant environmental or safety
problems be eliminated are not true environmental protection requirements.
At present many unreclaimed sites will be reclaimed, if at all, only by
remtining. To insist on complete highwall elimination, a return to AOC,
and stringent revegetation requirement in cases where less stringent require-
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exemption should cover all remining operations even if adverse
effects did result. 128 This is summed up succinctly by a recent
commenter: "Operators should not be required to do more
reclamation on previously mined areas than is actually necessary
to assure a measure of environmental improvement while assur-
ing public safety." 
129
Stating "the commenters misunderstood the proposal,"' 130
OSMRE defended its position by claiming exceptions to AOC
and highwall elimination requirements were covered in final rule
section 816.106(a). This explanation avoided the real thrust of
those comments which advocated that remining operations be
subject only to the very relaxed reclamation requirements of
final rule section 816.106(b). 131 OSMRE apparently was not will-
ing to go any further in relaxing general performance reclama-
tion standards as they related to remining situations.
32
OSMRE did, however, listen favorably to comments assert-
ing proposed paragraph (e) was not specific enough in detailing
the operator's' responsibilities to reclaim when no "adverse phys-
ical impact" occurred.' In response, the final rule section
816.106(b) contained two sub-paragraphs, (1) and (2), delineating
an operator's responsibilities in such situations.3 4 Suggested re-
ments will make sense when virgin land is first affected by surface mining.
They make no sense when they discourage efforts to remine previously
mined areas which are already in a state of disrepair.
1 48 Fed. Reg. 41,720, 41,731 (1983) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. § 816).
129 Reed, supra note 7, § 8.07, at 8-20.
110 Final § 816.106(a) allows an exception from the requirements of restoration to
premining AOC and complete highwall elimination for any remining operation previously
mined areas where the volume of reasonably available spoil is insufficient for completely
backfilling a reaffected or enlarged highwall. This exception applies to remining opera-
tions which will cause an adverse physical impact on the pre-existing highwall. Id.
"' These commenters understood all too well that § 816.106(a) would apply to
adversely impacted operations, and clearly requested that paragraph (e) be extended to
cover all remining operations. OSMRE ignored that request.
132 Remining operations which will not cause an adverse physical impact on the
pre-existing highwall are not subject to § 816.106(a); rather, they are exempt from the
highwall elimination requirement under final § 816.106(6). 48 Fed. Reg. 41,720, 41,731
(1983) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. § 816).
3 "Commenters found proposed § 816.109(e) deficient for failing to indicate
clearly the extent of the remining operators' responsibility for mitigating adverse impacts
on the preexisting highwalls, including those created by previous mining operations."
Id.
134 "(1) The backfill shall be graded to a slope which is compatible with the
approved postmining land use and which provides adequate drainage and long-term
stability. (2) Any highwall remnant shall be stable and not pose a hazard to the public
health and safety or to th~e environment."
Id. at 41,734.
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visions to paragraph (e) further broadening its scope were re-
jected in favor of a site by site assessment of the operator's
reclamation duties."' Although OSMRE rejected efforts to
broaden the exemptions of proposed paragraph (e), it also
shunned a similar attempt to narrow the exemptions.
13 6
II. THE CHALLENGE To The Proposed Remining Regulations
Not long after OSMRE issued the final rulemaking it was
challenged in court by various environmental groups.'37 The
federal district court for the District of Columbia issued an order
dated December 3, 1984, approving an agreement between some
of the plaintiff environmental groups and the Department of the
Interior. 138 The agreement called for OSMRE to suspend the
portions of its remining regulations which had been formally
promulgated on September 16, 1983.119 This agreement affected
OSMRE's already controversial definition of "adverse physical
impact,' 140 and the performance standard variations from AOC
and highwall elimination. 141 The final part of the agreement
called for OSMRE to propose a rulemaking striking these pro-
visions from the SMCRA permanent regulatory program. 42
OSMRE proposed an amended rule complying with the
agreement 143 and issued it on November 18, 1986.144
The D.C. District Court also decided against OSMRE con-
cerning the definition of "previously mined area."' 145 Environ-
135 Id. at 41,731.
136 Id. at 41,732.
37 The suit challenging the remining regulations was part of the ongoing court
battle by both evironmental groups and the coal industry challenging OSMRE's SMCRA
regulations. They were consolidated into a single action, and the District Court, District
of Columbia set three rounds for briefing the issues.
"1 50 Fed. Reg. 257 (1985) (Notice of Suspension).
139 Id.
,, See supra notes 102-9 and accompanying text.
141 50 Fed. Reg. 257 (1985) (Notice of Suspension).
142 Id.
141 50 Fed. Reg. 24,801 (1985) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 701, 816-17)
(proposed June 13, 1985).
'" "As a result of this rule the exceptions in removed §§ 816.106(b) and 817.106(b)
for operations that would not cause an adverse physical impact no longer apply. All
remining operations covered by redesignated §§ 816.106(a) and (b) and 817.106(a) and
(b) must comply with the specified backfilling and grading requirements."
51 Fed. Reg. 41,734(1986) (to be codified at C.F.R. §§ 701.5, 816.106, 817.106) (Final
Rule).




mental/citizen interests claimed the definition was too broad,
since it also applied to land left unreclaimed after SMCRA's
effective date.46 OSMRE responded that the underlying problem
behind highwall elimination, that of insufficient available spoil,
"is equally acute for both pre-Act and post-Act abandoned mine
sites.' ' 47 The environmental groups countered that Congress in-
tended for all highwalls created after SMCRA to be totally
eliminated. 48 The D.C. District Court agreed with the environ-
mental groups, citing statutory language 49 and legislative history
which seemed to imply that Congress had considered possible
exceptions to the total highwall elimination requirement. 50 Con-
ceding the issue, OSMRE proposed an amended definiton which
explicitly limited a "previously mined area" to a pre-Act site.' 5'
OSMRE also indicated sites which had unpermitted mining ac-
tivities that should have been regulated would not be classified
as "previously mined areas." 1
5 2
A. OSMRE's Response
On November 18, 1986, OSMRE issued the final rule striking
the definiton for "adverse physical impact" and the "adverse
I' /d.
"Insufficient spoil for complete highwall elimination may exist regardless of
when an abandoned site was mined."
Id. at 1572-73.
1, "As evidence they point to the Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation program of
Title IV which is expressly limited to pre-Act mining. They further argue that the rule
will interfere with the bonding system, and enforcement against the previous owner will
be impractical because two operators would be present at once."
Id. at 1573.
,,9 The court cited 30 U.S.C. § 1265(b) (3) which provides for exceptions to the
total elimination requirement.
Three points are noteworthy about the provision. First, the statute sets
forth what it describes as the minimum requirements. This, of course,
suggests a floor below which the Secretary is not empowered to go in
setting less demanding standards. Second, the provision plainly calls for
the elimination of all highwalls. Third, the very subsection which calls for
the elimination of all highwalls makes explicit references to possible excep-
tions to the provisions. This, of course, suggests that Congress considered
when exceptions to this minimum requirement might be permitted, and
thus the Secretary has no authority to create further exceptions.
Id.
"s Id.
"' 51 Fed. Reg. 27,508 (1986) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. pts. 701, 703) (proposed
July 31, 1986).
"I "Sites on which unpermitted activities occurred, but which should have been
regulated, are considered previously subject to the Act and would not qualify for the
remining exception in §§ 816.106 and 817.106."
Id. at 27,509.
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physical impact" performance standard exceptions from the reg-
ulatory program)" This meant that any remining operation af-
fecting the pre-existing highwall would have to meet the general,
more stringent highwall elimination requirements. 154 One com-
menter claimed that by striking the definiton for "adverse phys-
ical impact" from its permanent regulatory program, OSMRE
robbed the Cedar Coal and Miami Springs decisions of any
meaning. 55 OSMRE disagreed, claiming the IBSMA decisions
interpreted the less flexible interim regulations which called for
total highwall elimination, 5 6 whereas the corresponding perma-
nent regulations at 30 C.F.R. § 816.102, allowed for less than
total elimination 5 7 in certain situations, rendering those decisions
no longer relevant.
158
More general objections were raised to the expurgation of
the "adverse physical impact" exceptions. These objections in-
cluded the possibility of increased remining costs without any
greater resultant environmental protection'59 and a reduction of
the amount of land to which the exceptions would apply.16
A final rule adopting the proposed re-definition of "previ-
ously mined area" was issued on May 8, 1987.161 This new
1" 51 Fed. Reg. 41,734 (1986) (to be codified at 30 C.F.R. §§ 701.5, 816.106,
817.106) (Final Rule).
1 An operator who conducts remining operations will be responsible for those
areas which he reaffects and/or redisturbs. Where a remining operation reaffects or
enlarges a pre-existing highwall, and all reasonably available spoil is insufficient to
completely eliminate the highwall, the operator will be required to backfill the highwall
to the maximum extent technically practical using all spoil generated by the remtining
operation and any other reasonably available spoil located in the permit area.
Id.
154 "This commenter concluded that for these two decisions to have meaning a




"I "OSMRE has concluded that the Board's interpretation of the interim program
regulation on backfilling and grading does not apply to the permanent program, and
that it is not reasonable to include in §§ 816.106 and 817.106 and exception for operations
that do not cause an adverse physical impact."
Id.
,19 51 Fed. Reg. 41,734, 41,736 (1986) (Final Rule).
'6 Id. "This commenter stated that the combined effect of the proposed rule and
the court-mandated revision in the definition of previously mined area (citation omitted)
would be to lessen the acreage of lands where the variances of §§ 816.106 and 817.106
were applicable."
Id. (citation omitted).




interpretation set the cut-off date for a "previously mined area"
as the effective date of SMCRA. 162 One commenter offered the
opinion that relaxation of operator liability for reclamation of
remining areas would make remining more attractive to reluctant
operators) 6 Although OSMRE agreed, it gave little cause for
hope that conditions would improve, stating "existing statutory
requirements would appear to preclude adoption of such a lesser
standard of liability."' 6'
III. PosSIBLE STATUTORY CHANGES
Statutory response to the remining problem began in 1984,
with proposed amendments to the Clean Water Act. 65 While
this legislation addressed only the effluent discharge require-
ments of a remining operation, it was a first step in statutory
recognition of the unique difficulties facing remining. 16 After a
couple of failed attempts' 67 the remining amendment was enacted
into law as part of the Water Quality Act of 1987 (WQA).'
68
While this legislation is a good first step, more is needed. For
example, the WQA specifically does not affect the application
of SMCRA to any remining operation. 69
Remining legislation amending SMCRA itself was not intro-
duced until 1988.170 This legislation proposed sweeping amend-
ments which "attempt[s] to provide [remining] incentives in a
number of ways.' ' 7' Among these were waiver or reduction of
the reclamation fee in remining projects and a congressional
directive encouraging remining. 172 Other proposed incentives in-
162 Id.
163 Id. at 17,527.
I", Id.
161 See 130 Cong. Rec. H6909-10 (daily ed. June 26, 1984).
" Reed, supra note 7, § 8.05(2) (c), at 8-14. "If the Rahall Amendment were to
become law, one of the biggest disincentives to remining reclamation, fear over perpetual
postmining water treatment liability, would be significantly lessened."
,62 Hackett, Remining and the Water Quality Act of 1987: Operators Beware!, 13
COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 99, 121 (1987).
I" Water Quality Act of 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-4, § 307,101 Stat. 7, 37 (1987)
(codified as amended at 33 U.S.C. § 1311(p) (1988)).
I Id. at § 1311 (p)(4) (1988). See Hackett, supra note 169 at 124: "A viable solution
to promote remining requires legislation that would permit clarification and modification
of the reclamation requirements under SMCRA. In this regard, section 307 falls short
of its drafter's goal of promoting remining."
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clude the establishment of "abandoned mine land recovery zones"
within a state for purposes of identifying unreclaimed mine lands
that could be remined." Additional legislation was enacted to
waive the reclamation fee for remining culm banks produced
pre-SMCRA.
174
This spate of legislation amending or purporting to amend
SMCRA to aid the cause of remining came some eight years
after OSMRE attempted to redress the situation. 75 Yet, even
with that much time, final SMCRA remining legislation is not
likely until the early 1990's.
176
In spite of the likely legislative inaction, OSMRE continues,
albeit sporadically, to attempt to formulate viable remining re-
gulations. A proposed rulemaking issued on October 31, 1988,
would change the requirements for disposal of excess spoil on
pre-existing benches. 77 This proposal grew out of a public work-
shop on remining sponsored by OSMRE.178 It would bring into
conformity the rules for disposal of excess spoil on pre-existing
benches and the requirements for backfilling an active bench.
79
Though this proposal is relatively minor, it is a signal that
OSMRE did not abandon remining after the defeat of its key-
stone "adverse physical impact" exceptions. 80 Indeed, the afore-
mentioned draft study, entitled, Encouraging Abandoned Mine
Reclamation via Remining: A Federal, State and Industry Initia-
tive, proposed many of the same remining incentives 8' contained
'- "Abandoned mine land recovery zones are authorized in an effort to define
those areas within a State where unreclaimed mine lands have significant potential to be
reclaimed by surface mining operations. Certain incentives are authorized in an effort
to target reclamation efforts in these designated areas."
Id.
,1" 30 U.S.C. § 1291(28)(A) (Supp. 1988).
171 See supra notes 13-23 and accompanying text.
176 19 Env't. Rep. (BNA) 1882, 1894 (January 20, 1989).
1" 53 Fed Reg. 43,790 (1988) (Proposed October 31, 1988).
,7I Id. at 43,972. The purpose of this workshop was to gather comments in response
to a study on remining.
I" This substitution would conform the requirements for the disposal of excess
spoil on a pre-existing bench with the existing requirements for the backfilling and
grading of an active bench. As explained subsequently in greater detail, OSMRE proposes
to do this in recognition of the similar characteristics of pre-existing and active mining
benches. Id. at 43,975.
,so See supra notes 139-62 and accompanying text.
"1 17 Env't Rep. (BNA) 634 Aug. 29, 1986. "Although it recommended several
incentives, the report stressed that financial motivation is perhaps the key most important
factor in industry's consideration of a remining project. An emphasis on financial
motivation rather than the relaxation of environmental standards will ensure a responsible
approach to environmental protection while accomplishing reclamation."
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in the pending remining legislation.'1 2 These new remining pro-
posals seem to focus more on financial incentives rather than
just removing regulatory disincentives.' 3 The workshop OSMRE
held regarding this study revealed environmentalists remain con-
cerned that remining regulations will lead to relaxation of SMCRA
protections.' 4 Environmentalists were not opposed to all finan-
cial incentives, excepting a waiver of bonding requirements dur-
ing remining.'8 5 However, they favored a more flexible permitting
process dealing with reclamation performance standards on a
site-by-site basis.8 6 A coal industry spokesman agreed, stating
that successful reclamation called for "[t]ailoring the permit to
the site."'
87
The renewed interest in remining sparked by the study is
reflected in the proposed amendments to SMCRA and in recent
statements by OSMRE officials.' This is good news for remin-
ing proponents and the presently beleaguered remining regula-
tory scheme.
CONCLUSION
The struggle to come up with viable and acceptable remining
regulations has advanced in slow stages. At first OSMRE was
tentative, approaching the issue in a roundabout fashion through
the excess spoil disposal rules. Undeniably the IBSMA decisions
in Cedar Coal and Miami Springs spurred OSMRE along. The
proposal at the heart of OSMRE's venture was its definition of
"adverse physical impact," drawn from the IBSMA decisions.
This proposal would have resulted in a significant relaxation of
reclamation rules by not mandating compliance with general
SMCRA requirements for complete highwall elimination and
restoration to AOC at remining sites. The inevitable challenge
to these controversial proposals forced OSMRE to gut its orig-
182 See supra notes 172-74 and accompanying text.
, See supra note 183.




"I Roser, Plan to open old mines to new mining is urged by federal mine director,
Lexington Herald-Leader, April 4, 1989, § A, at 6, col. 4. "Gentile told the subcommittee
(on Interior and related agencies that] he strongly supports the notion [of remining] and
favors offering incentives to coal companies as a way to promote it."
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inal remining scheme, deleting all mention of "adverse physical
impact" from its regulations.
After this defeat, OSMRE retreated to its old position of
"you touch it, you fix it" in remining operations. In the mean-
time, legislation relaxing discharge standards for remining op-
erations was enacted, and a new study proposed financial
incentives to encourage remining. Still, OSMRE played the part
of spectator, until outgoing OSMRE director Gentile's recent
pledge to make renining a priority. Since Gentile is leaving
OSMRE, his pledge to focus on remining may have little effect.
However, with the new legislation pending, remining will soon
be back at the top of OSMRE's agenda.
The importance of remining has never been doubted, but as
this Note has hopefully illustrated, it has been a complex issue
not easily addressed and certainly not readily solved.
Boyce A. Crocker
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